
Date & Title: Newbury 19th May 6f Mdn 

4.25 Grand Koonta, Mr Top Hat, Westerland 

3.75 Billy Dylan, Enjazaat, George 

3.5 Aiya 

3.25 Liva, Gravina 

3 Nebo 

2.75 Mafeking, Tadleel 

2.5  

2.25 Like Lightning 

Preview – Not having seen any of these it is hard to comment beyond the fact that Westerland at 

odds on is suffering from Frankel fever. He may well scoot up but he may also be very green or hate 

the going or despite his breeding be ordinary. 

Pictures and comments at the weekend. 

Nebo review – After this race I talked to another couple of paddock reviewers who just like me had 

dismissed Nebo’s chances. One of the least physically impressive in the field but clearly has an 

engine. The price would suggest that this was a surprise to the yard too. After the disappointing way 

the first Newbury maiden of the season has worked out I shall be a little more circumspect about 

taking this result at face value. 

The field was strung out far more than the different physical characteristics would have suggested so 

one has to assume that a combination of soft ground and track variation has contributed to a pretty 

odd result. Time was 6 secs slow, which was in turn 2 secs slower than the class 2 handicap, perhaps 

he was the one who acted on the going. 



 

Nebo – One of the smallest in the field, possibly top end of small or just into bottom of medium. 

Looked well but not outstanding. Well-made neat package but hard to see him as group potential. 

Interesting to see how he develops. A very suspect 87 



 

Westerland – Mid medium, just a marginally bigger edition of the winner. Perhaps he was racing on 

the slowest part and his effort can be upgraded a little. Physically did not live up to the hype. 80 



 

George – Lower medium, strongly made attractive chap, looked one of the three fittest. Raced on or 

around the same line as the winner 78 



 

Grand Koonta – Lightly made, ready type, smaller in this field. Green and colty for an extended 

period. Ran well all things considered and given behaviour calls quality of race into question. 75 



 

Liva – Looked fully tuned, not the depth of chest of the better ones in this field but athletic and very 

fit. Ran well as he was a slightly lesser model. 74 



 

Billy Dylan – Plainish lower medium, apparently took a knock early but never really going pace to get 

involved. 73 



 

Like Lightening – Big strong lump, in fair condition but still needing further tuning. Could easily 

improve past some of these. 78 

 



Tadleel – Short of full fitness a la Ed Dunlop. Still a strong chunky model. Improve considerably 75 

 

Mafeking – Caught the eye a couple of times. Similar model to Tadleel, if anything looked fitter than 

he ran. 74 

 



Mr Top Hat – Disappointing lower medium, lacking quality. 67 

 

Gravina – lower medium to small filly. Boxy back end. Looked out of place here. 64 



 

Aiya – Lower medium, bit tubular, ordinary. 250K, I often under-estimate Andrew Baldings on debut 

but this one did not show much. Maybe she is a bit better but looks a max of 70 to me. 

 



Enjazaat – Huge strongly made but carrying too much condition. Have to be charitable and suggest 

that he was drawn badly and also did not like the going, otherwise a very disappointing effort. Have 

to believe he has 80’s potential.  

 


